Decree of 185/2020 Prot. 2701 of 18/11/2020

Year 2020 Tit. III Cl. 13 Fasc. 24.1

GOVERNMENT: Approval of the selection for the conferment of 1 Research Fellowship TESAF 2020/28 "Analysis of the demand of the consumer of products with certified quality mark QV" - Scientific Responsibility Prof.ssa Mara Thiene - Winner Dott.ssa Natasha Scandian.

THE DIRECTOR

Visto the current "Regulation of the Fellowships for the development of research activities";

Visto the selection for the conferment of 1 Fellowship for the development of research activities, issued by the Director of the Dipartimento TESAF with Protocol No. 2438 from 28/10/2020 "Analysis of the demand of the consumer of products with certified quality mark QV" - Scientific Responsibility Prof.ssa Mara Thiene;

Visto the provision of the Director of the Dipartimento Territorio e Sistemi Agro- Repertorio n. 175/2020 Prot. n. 2641 of 13/11/2020 with the appointment of the Commission of graders of the above selection;

Presumed opportune to approve the decisions of the Grading Commission and the relative graduatory provisional general of merit;

DECREE

Art 1. to approve the relative decisions of the above selection, from which the following graduatory general of merit:

1. Dott.ssa Natasha Scandian: 80/100 points
2. Dott. Alberto Ferrante: 52/100 points
3. Dott. Daniele Perin: 38/100 points
4. Dott.ssa Evi Holzner: 30/100 points
5. Dott.ssa Letizia Filippini: 17/100 points

Art 2. declare the winner of the selection the Dott.ssa

Natasha Scandian

Legnano, 18/11/2020

The Director of the Dipartimento
Prof. Vincenzo D'Agostino